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ETD-related Summarization Class Projects
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NDLTD: Mission
The Networked Digital Library of Theses and 
Dissertations (NDLTD) is an international organization 
dedicated to promoting the adoption, creation, use, 
dissemination, and preservation of electronic theses 
and dissertations (ETDs). We support electronic 
publishing and open access to scholarship in order to 
enhance the sharing of knowledge worldwide. Our 
website includes resources for university 
administrators, librarians, faculty, students, and the 
general public. Topics include how to find, create, and 
preserve ETDs; how to set up an ETD program; legal 
and technical questions; and the latest news and 
research in the ETD community. 8



New Journal: J-ETD.org, j-etd@ndltd.org
Journal of Electronic Theses and Dissertations
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William A. Ingram (USA), Ana Sofia de Sousa 
Machado Mota (Portugal), Prashant Pandey 
(Australia), Ana Pavani (Brazil), Joachim 
Schöpfel (France), Janette Wright (UAE) 9



search.ndltd.org
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Scenarios of Future Use of ETD DLs

1. Open problem -> plan for research
2. Problem -> list of references, related ETDs
3. Bibliography -> clusters -> lit. review chapter
4. Course (e.g., seminar) units based on ETDs
5. Final defense -> told missing cites of related ETDs
6. Promotion: impact of candidate’s students’ ETDs
7. Research trends: classification, topic modeling
8. Analysis & Assessment -> logs -> use by:

– Local grad students, faculty, undergrads
– Graduate School, Registrar, Research Division
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Scenarios of Future Use:
Example: Open problem -> plan for research

1. Student volunteers to pilot test the new DL
2. Goal: find problem to solve
3. Explains her interest and background
4. Receives extracts from related ETDs:

– open problems, planned future work
5. Selects top 5
6. Receives related ETD list, with chapter summaries
7. Fetches and studies top 2 ETDs from the list
8. Meets advisor to devise research plan

12
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Theoretical Foundations
for Digital Libraries

!e 5S (Societies, Scenarios, Spaces, 
Structures, Streams) Approach

Edward A. Fox
Marcos André Gonçalves

Rao Shen

SYNTHESIS LECTURES ON INFORMATION
CONCEPTS, RETRIEVAL, AND SERVICES

Theoretical Foundations for Digital Libraries
!e 5S (Societies, Scenarios, Spaces, Structures, Streams) Approach

Edward A. Fox, Marcos André Gonçalves, and Rao Shen
!is book is the first in a four book series that reports our key findings and current research investigations.  Underlying 
this book series are six completed dissertations (Gonçalves, Kozievitch, Leidig, Murthy, Shen, Torres), eight disserta-
tions underway, and many masters theses. !ese reflect our experience with a long string of prototype or production 
systems developed in the lab, such as CITIDEL, CODER, CTRnet, Ensemble, ETANA, ETD-db, MARIAN, and 
Open Digital Libraries. !ere are hundreds of related publications, presentations, tutorials, and reports. We have built 
upon that work so this book, and the others in the series, will address digital library related needs in many computer 
science, information science, and library science (e.g., LIS) courses, as well as the requirements of researchers, develop-
ers, and practitioners. 

Much of the early work in the digital library field struck a balance between addressing real-world needs, integrating 
methods from related areas, and advancing an ever-expanding research agenda. Our work has fit in with these trends, 
but simultaneously has been driven by a desire to provide a firm conceptual and formal basis for the field. Our aim has 
been to move from engineering to science. We claim that our 5S (Societies, Scenarios, Spaces, Structures, Streams) 
framework, discussedinpublications datingback toat least1998,providesa suitable basis.!isbookintroduces 5S, and the 
key theoretical and formal aspects of the 5S framework. 

While the 5S framework may be used to describe many types of information systems, and is likely to have even 
broader utility and appeal, we focus here on digital libraries. Our view of digital libraries is broad, so further generaliza-
tion should be straightforward. 

We have connected with related fields, including hypertext/hypermedia, information storage and retrieval, knowl-
edge management, machine learning, multimedia, personal information management, and Web 2.0. Applications 
have included managing not only publications, but also archaeological information, educational resources, fish images, 
scientific datasets, and scientific experiments/simulations. 

ABOUT SYNTHESIS
!is volume is a printed version of a work that appears in the Synthesis Digital Library 
of Engineering and Computer Science. Synthesis Lectures provide concise, original 
presentations of important research and development topics, published quickly, in 
digital and print formats. For more information visit www.morganclaypool.com

Gary Marchionini, Series Editor

Morgan  & Claypool Publishers

MORGAN  &  CLAYPOOL PUBLISHERS
w w w . m o r g a n c l a y p o o l . c o m

ISBN: 978-1-60845-910-0

9 781608 459100

90000

SYNTHESIS LECTURES ON INFORMATIONCONCEPTS, RETRIEVAL, AND SERVICES
Series Editor: Gary Marchionini, University of North Carolina, Chapell Hill

ISSN: 1947-945X fox • goncalves • shen 
TheoreTical foundaTions for digiTal libraries 
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Digital Library 
Technologies

Complex Objects, Annotation,  
Ontologies, Classi!cation,  
Extraction, and Security

Edward A. Fox
Ricardo da Silva Torres

SYNTHESIS LECTURES ON INFORMATION
CONCEPTS, RETRIEVAL, AND SERVICES

Digital Library Technologies
Complex Objects, Annotation, Ontologies, Classi!cation, Extraction, and Security

Edward A. Fox, Virginia Tech  •  Ricardo da Silva Torres, University of Campinas, Brazil
Digital libraries (DLs) have introduced new technologies, as well as leveraging, enhancing, and integrating related 
technologies, since the early 1990s. !ese e"orts are enriched through a formal approach, e.g., the 5S (Societies, Sce-
narios, Spaces, Structures, Streams) framework, which is discussed in two earlier volumes in this series. !is volume 
should help advance work not only in DLs, but also in the WWW and other information systems. 

Drawing upon four (Kozievitch, Murthy, Park, Yang) completed and three (Elsherbiny, Farag, Srinivasan) in-process 
dissertations, as well as the e"orts of collaborating researchers and scores of related publications, presentations, tuto-
rials, and reports, this book should advance the DL #eld with regard to at least six key technologies. By integrating 
surveys of the state-of-the-art, new research, connections with formalization, case studies, and exercises/projects, this 
book can serve as a computing or information science textbook. It can support studies in cyber-security, document 
management, hypertext/hypermedia, IR, knowledge management, LIS, multimedia, and machine learning. 

Chapter 1, with a case study on #ngerprint collections, focuses on complex (composite, compound) objects, con-
necting DL and related work on buckets, DCC, and OAI-ORE. Chapter 2, discussing annotations, as in hypertext/
hypermedia, emphasizes parts of documents, including images as well as text, managing superimposed information. 
!e SuperIDR system, and prototype e"orts with Flickr, should motivate further development and standardization 
related to annotation, which would bene#t all DL and WWW users. Chapter 3, on ontologies, explains how they help 
with browsing, query expansion, focused crawling, and classi#cation. !is chapter connects DLs with the Semantic 
Web, and uses CTRnet as an example. Chapter 4, on (hierarchical) classi#cation, leverages LIS theory, as well as ma-
chine learning, and is important for DLs as well as the WWW. Chapter 5, on extraction from text, covers document 
segmentation, as well as how to construct a database from heterogeneous collections of references (from ETDs); i.e., 
converting strings to canonical forms. Chapter 6 surveys the security approaches used in information systems, and 
explains how those approaches can apply to digital libraries which are not fully open. 

ABOUT SYNTHESIS
!is volume is a printed version of a work that appears in the Synthesis Digital Library 
of Engineering and Computer Science. Synthesis Lectures provide concise, original 
presentations of important research and development topics, published quickly, in 
digital and print formats. For more information visit www.morganclaypool.com

Gary Marchionini, Series Editor

Morgan  & Claypool Publishers

MORGAN  &  CLAYPOOL PUBLISHERS
w w w . m o r g a n c l a y p o o l . c o m

ISBN: 978-1-62705-030-2

9 781627 050302

90000
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explains how those approaches can apply to digital libraries which are not fully open. 
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Digital libraries (DLs) have evolved since their launch in 1991 into an important type of information system, with 
widespread application. !is volume advances that trend further by describing new research and development in the DL 
"eld that builds upon the 5S (Societies, Scenarios, Spaces, Structures, Streams) framework, which is discussed in three 
other DL volumes in this series. While the 5S framework may be used to describe many types of information systems, 
and is likely to have even broader utility and appeal, we focus here on digital libraries. 

!is book demonstrates the applicability of 5S in "ve digital library application areas, that also have importance in 
the context of the WWW, Web 2.0, and innovative information systems. By integrating surveys of the state-of-the-art, 
new research, connections with formalization, case studies, and exercises/projects, this book can serve as a textbook for 
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tal libraries. Chapter 3 covers social networks, which are at the heart of work on Web 2.0, explaining the construction 
and use of deduced graphs, that can enhance retrieval and recommendation. Chapter 4 demonstrates the value of DLs 
in eScience, focusing, in particular, on cyber-infrastructure for simulation. Chapter 5 surveys geospatial information in 
DLs, with a case study on geocoding. 

Given this rich content, we trust that any interested in digital libraries, or in related systems, will "nd this volume 
to be motivating, intellectually satisfying, and useful. We hope it will help move digital libraries forward into a science 
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Informal 5S & DL Definitions

DLs are complex systems that
• help satisfy info needs of users (societies)
• provide info services (scenarios)
• organize info in usable ways (structures)
• present info in usable ways (spaces)
• communicate info with users (streams)
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Browsing 
Collaborating 
Customizing 
Filtering 
Providing access 
Recommending 
Requesting 
Searching 
Visualizing 

Annotating 
Classifying 
Clustering 
Evaluating 
Extracting 
Indexing 

Measuring 
Publicizing 

Rating 
Reviewing (peer) 

Surveying 
Translating 

(language) 

Conserving 
Converting 

Copying/Replicating 
Emulating 
Renewing 

Translating (format) 

Acquiring 
Cataloging 

Crawling (focused) 
Describing 
Digitizing 

Federating 
Harvesting 
Purchasing 
Submitting 

Preservational Creational 
Add 
Value 

Repository-Building 
Information 
Satisfaction 

Services 

 Infrastructure Services 

Supporting Services across the Lifecycle
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Quality Dimensions
DL Concept Dimensions of Quality 
Digital object Accessibility 

Pertinence  
Preservability 
Relevance 
Similarity 
Significance  
Timeliness 

Metadata specification Accuracy  
Completeness  
Conformance 

Collection Completeness 
 Impact Factor  

Catalog Completeness  
Consistency 

Repository Completeness 
Consistency 

Services Composability  
Efficiency  
Effectiveness 
Extensibility  
Reusability  
Reliability 

 



Scenarios of Future Use / Building DLs
1. UX: Customer discovery: subject-matter experts
2. UX: Validated list of:

– Jobs-to-be-done, tasks, sub-tasks, goals, sub-goals
3. Personas

1. Curators
2. Experimenters
3. Researchers (students, faculty, …)

4. DL software developer: knowledge graph mapping:
– Goals, Sub-goals, Tasks, Sub-tasks
– Workflows of services: Existing, Desired

5. Operations (Docker, Airflow; DevOps with CI/CD)

(Doctoral work of Prashant Chandrasekar)
20



Prashant Chandrasekar’s DL Architecture

Digital Library of SME System Req. 
Descriptions

Catalog of system req. descriptions
Case UX ARTIFACTS

CS1 - Information System

WORKFLOW MANAGER

SERVICES REGISTRY

GRAPH INTERFACE

UXR SME
Conduct

UX Research

Query

Capture User 
Requirements

PRODUCE

UXR

Develo
per

Analyst
ARTIFACT MANAGER

Service x Service y Service z
Results

CS2 - Information System

CS1 - Information System

Case1

Case2

Case3
. . . 

-- ----- ---- ---- -

---- --- ----- ----

--- --- --- ------- -
. . . 

http://hdl.handle.net/10919/103815, https://doi.org/10.2478/dim-2021-0003

http://hdl.handle.net/10919/103815
https://doi.org/10.2478/dim-2021-0003


Workflow-defining Goal Decomposition



Workflow definition process

• Collaboration between users 
(SMEs), UX researchers, and 
developers

• Step 1: Extract goals
• Step 2: Identify tasks 

– Breakdown of tasks determines
workflow steps

• Step 3: Model workflows
– Identify functions/services to 

support each task
• Step 4: Represent goal-workflow 

knowledge graph



Opening Graduate Research
IMLS; 2019-2023; PI: William Ingram

• Activities
– Collecting: 500,000+ from USA

• Large universities, HBCUs, HSIs +   Arabic corpus 
– Analyzing: parsing / detecting (texts, images) 
– Extracting: tables, figures, equations, references…
– Scanned ETDs -> improved metadata
– Classification, Topic Modeling -> Browsing
– Segmenting: chapters -> Chapter summaries

• Results: New methods & technologies, pilot 
system (search, browse, recommend, viz) 24



CASE STUDY:
CS5604 (Information Retrieval)
Problem-based learning:
Build novel intelligent system

Approach: co-designed
architecture -> CI/CD
https://vtechworks.lib.vt.edu/

handle/10919/19081



CS5604 ETD Team: Figure Extraction
● Inference is accomplished via the best performing model trained by Sampanna and others

Page image(s) Page image(s) with image 
bound information



CS5604 ETD Team: Cropping

Cropped images

Page image(s) with
image bound information



CS5604 ETD Team: Text Extraction
Extract text from PDF page. Write the text into a .txt file. 
Repeat until finish all PDF pages.

Extracted Text



CS5604 ETD Team: Ch. Segmentation

Chapter fulltext



CS5604 ETD Team: Classification

Classifier

Labels for ETD
Extracted Text

Dublin Core XML



CS5604 Fall 2022 SMEs
• Aman Ahuja: topic modeling, object 

detection/document parsing 
(https://aclanthology.org/2022.wiesp-1.14.pdf) 

• Bipasha Banerjee, Sara Ahmadi: 
segmentation, language models, 
transformers, classification, summarization

• Prashant Chadrasekar, Dhanush Dinesh: 
integration, workflows, extensibility, DevOps

• Satvik Chekuri: search, recommendation
• Sung Hee Park, Bill Ingram: database, files31

https://aclanthology.org/2022.wiesp-1.14.pdf


Example: ETD-Topics (Architecture)

Aman Ahuja, William A. Ingram, Chenyu Mao, Chongyu He, Jianchi Wei and Edward A. Fox.
Analyzing and Navigating ETDs Using Topic Models.

ETD 2022 conference, Novi Sad, Serbia, September 7-9, 2022



Summary
• Acknowledgments

• NDLTD (Networked Digital Library of Theses and Dissertations: ndltd.org=theses.org)

• Digital Libraries
– 5S, Services, Scenarios

– Building (extensible)

• Piloting: IMLS, CS5604 PBL instances

• Summary 33
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Questions?
Discussion?

Thank You!
fox@vt.edu

fox@ndltd.org
j-etd@ndltd.org

mailto:fox@vt.edu
mailto:fox@ndltd.org
mailto:j-etd@ndltd.org

